Flat panel catheter angiotomography of the spinal venous system: an enhanced venous phase for spinal digital subtraction angiography.
While spinal DSA remains the reference standard technique for spinovascular imaging, visualizing spinal veins remains challenging due to their small size and motion artifacts. This study evaluates the ability of FPCA to overcome these obstacles. Sixty-three FPCAs, performed by intersegmental artery injections in 57 patients, were prospectively evaluated. Entrance skin doses were compared with standard spinal DSA runs, including a venous phase and cerebral FPCAs. FPCA contributions were stratified as 1) provided no added information, 2) complemented spinal DSA findings, 3) assisted therapy planning, and 4) contributed principal diagnostic findings. No complications were observed. Diagnoses included vascular malformations (44%), stroke (9%), venous anomalies (10%), other (9%), and unremarkable (28%). Mean entrance skin doses were of 419 mGy for FPCA, 161 mGy for spinal DSA with venous phase, and 309 mGy for cerebral FPCAs. FPCA contributed the principal diagnostic finding in 16 cases (25.4%), assisted therapy planning in 13 cases (20.6%), complemented spinal DSA findings in 12 cases (19.1%), and provided no additional information in 20 cases (31.7%). In 8 of these 20 cases, FPCA documented a spinal venous anatomy that was poorly visualized or not visualized on spinal DSA. Spinal FPCA is safe, with a moderate increase in radiation dose, compared with spinal DSA with venous phase or cerebral FPCA. It proved particularly valuable for therapy planning and the diagnosis of venous abnormalities. This study suggests that FPCA has an important role to play in the evaluation of the spinal venous system.